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Lorne Sulcas’ Profile
Travels from Cape Town, South Africa
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Lorne Sulcas, International Keynote and Conference
Speaker, former long-time game ranger and safari guide.
Lorne has an extraordinary perspective. Acclaimed
wildlife photographer and author, respected corporate
leadership trainer and business owner of the Feel Moved
Corporation, Lorne has spent more than two decades
studying and photographing the oldest, most enduring
marketplace: nature’s African bushveld.
Africa’s three big cats; the cheetah, the leopard and the
lion, have a million year old proven track record of
survival in the wild, fiercely competitive and constantly
changing world. In Lorne’s extraordinary keynotes, he
shares game-changing success lessons from these three
potent hunters; sustaining exceptional results, growth and
uncommon synergy in the face of massive challenges,
change and competition.
Lorne’s keynotes are compelling and memorable;
designed for employees, executives and entrepreneurs,
team members and leaders alike. His expert knowledge,
insights and captivating personal stories and experiences
will enthrall and engage your audience.
His highly-awarded wildlife photographs provide a
stunning visual feast and his passion is tangible and
contagious. Lorne’s skills in speaking, entertaining,
rousing story-telling and his use of humor to deliver a
powerful and lasting take-away for your organization,
will leave your audience inspired, motivated and most
importantly, ready to act.

For Further Information or to Book
CONTACT:
Mary G. @ 336.775.9661
http://mgmspeakersbureau.com

Specialties: Change; Leadership; Vision;
Results; Synergy; Teamwork;
Collaboration
.
Target Audience: Associations,
Corporations, Universities, Conventions;
Athletes.
Sample Presentation:
“THRIVING IN A WILD WORLD™:
Powerful Success Lessons from
Africa’s Big Cats.”
Helping organizations sustain exceptional
results, growth and uncommon synergy
in the face of massive challenges, change
and competition.
Please Call for Fees
Testimonials:
“Lorne, I want to personally thank you …
The crucial lessons you shared in your
presentations added real value to our IPM
conferences, Excellence Mindset and out of
the box thinking… You made them
amazingly relevant to our world. Your
delivery is professional, entertaining and
inspiring – every time… absolutely
outstanding. Whenever I talk to IPM
delegates, the ‘lessons that Big Cat guy
spoke on’ is one thing they all really
remember and still talk about.”
Dale Crossman – Ed.D,
IPM Programs, NASA, U.S.A.
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